Strategy Activation
CANEA Strategy helps you to create a broad understanding of and
great commitment to the strategy by links to the daily operations.
Make reality of the strategy
CANEA Strategy makes it possible for organisations of all
sizes to create a unique common thread from the strategic
work to the daily operations. We do not just provide
performance management tools but rather a completely
new generation of IT support for strategy activation. The
system guarantees and provides support throughout the
chain from strategy to execution. You get no results without
action. CANEA Strategy makes it possible in practise!

Agile strategy development
The world is changing at an increasing speed and all
organisations need to evaluate their strategy continuously
in order to be able to plan and act in the best way based on
the current conditions. With the help of CANEA Strategy,
you can dramatically accelerate the process from word to
action to get everybody to work in a new way, with a change
in focus or towards a new goal.
”CANEA Strategy will help us to get more involvement from our employees
regarding our strategy, but above all a silver thread and concrete approach
that further increases the chances that we will reach our goals.”
Gunnar Peters, CEO
BEMAB

Some of our customers:

www.caneaone.com

CANEA Strategy
The system is characterized by the easy to use interface, high
flexibility and modern technical architecture. CANEA Strategy
is available in several languages and is used by both large
and small organizations in many industries. The system is web
based and developed in. Net Framework with SQL database
and can be installed on your server or hosted.

Functions

Strategy modelling - The Strategy Modelling Function
allows you to break down your company vision into
tangible objectives and metrics. It is intuitive to use and
provides a clear view of how to achieve your vision.

Integration and automation – Commonly, KPIs are
generated utilized in multiple systems. CANEA Strategy
can easily be integrated into the eco-system in order to
automate the processes.

Dashboard – The Strategy Dashboard does not only
display a complete view of your company goals, the path
to get there and the current status. The Dashboard is a
useful vehicle to visualize and communicate your strategy
throughout the organization.

Initiating projects and action plans – A strategy without
an action plan will never be realized! When using CANEA
Strategy, and other CANEA ONE modules, you can easily
launch strategic initiatives and actions and create a clear
connection between your goals and how to achieve them.

KPI management – The KPIs in CANEA Strategy allows for
easy monitoring of operations. KPI settings are very agile
and can easily be defined to your specific and changing
needs. Since KPIs can be aggregated, you have the
possibility to get a quick overview of the current status of
the company.

Version management – Strategy versions, including all
objectives and key figures, are conveniently managed by
CANEA Strategy. You work and modify the strategy in edit
mode – changes are published only when the new strategy
version is due to take effect.

Business Excellence by CANEA ONE
The CANEA ONE product suite, designed and engineered by CANEA in Sweden, offers a unique set of capabilities
for performance, process, project and content management. An all in ONE out-of-the-box management system
platform and available in multiple languages. CANEA ONE is built on over 15 years of in-depth global business
improvement expertise and provides a solution for managing the integrated set of processes and tools your
organization needs to develop the strategy, translate it into operational activities and monitor and improve the
effectiveness of both. CANEA ONE will unleash the full potential of your strategies, knowledge and teams.
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